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managers and assigned on-site lead technicians, Miracle Method 
was able to manage the large volume of refinishing work with 
ease. Using a proven refinishing process, 57,449 square feet of tile 
surfaces was repaired and refinished in just under twelve weeks.

The Result
The dated bathrooms were given a modern, durable and 
attractive upgrade using Miracle Method’s Natural Accents® 
stone-look finish. While avoiding significant disruption and the 
temporary displacement of students, the refinishing upgrade 
came in under budget and ahead of schedule. Impressed by the 
efficiency, beauty and the successful management of the project, 
the University of Central Missouri plans to further utilize Miracle 
Method for additional refinishing projects.
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The Problem
Outdated, worn and damaged tile walls, bathtubs and showers in 
residence halls were in desperate need of an upgrade. Traditional 
replacement options could not be completed in the short time in 
which students were on summer break and would have required 
housing students at an off-site location at significant costs. The 
status quo of upgrading only a few units at a time to avoid these 
issues was not meeting the facility’s quality standards.

The Miracle Method Solution
After careful evaluation of refinishing as a solution, the Director of 
Housing Facilities and Operations requested approval for Miracle 
Method’s surface refinishing process to revitalize residence hall 
bathrooms. The durability, cost savings and ability to complete all 
bathrooms during summer break combined with Miracle 
Method’s extensive experience at several colleges and universi-
ties won the approval of the university. Refinishing was the 
optimal choice to complete the work on a tight timeline, within 
budget and without the hassle of removal and replacement

The Process
In order to renovate the 309 residence hall bathrooms during 
summer break, Miracle Method utilized commercial teams from 
multiple certified franchise locations. With experienced project
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